
 

Maths - Week beginning: 14.09.20 

Teacher: Mrs. Morton/Mrs. Storey    Year 2 Maths 
 Main Teaching Activities 

Day Today we are learning 

to…  

Teaching Activities & Key Questions 

Mon  NO MATHS SESSION TODAY BECAUSE OF MORNING FOREST SCHOOL SESSION. PLEASE SEE ENGLISH PLANNING 

FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE 

Tue 

 

 

  

Add three numbers with 

a total of 10 or less. 

 

1. Open NCETM Year 2 PowerPoint and show slide 3. Add the marbles up together with your child by reading the 

related addition. Ensure your child uses the stem sentence ‘I have 2, 3 and 5. Altogether I have 10.’  

2. Show slide 4 which includes three numbers including placeholder 0. Repeat as previous slide.  

3. Play animation on slide 5 and count the dots (children should be encouraged to recognise the numbers of dots 

from the dice patterns rather than counting one-to-one) and then finding the total mentally. Keep repeating 

stem sentence ‘I have _, _ and _. Altogether I have _.’ 

4. Show slide 6. Introduce each hand with the marbles and tell your child you are going to represent it with 

counters on a ten-frame. Play the animation and show the related calculation. Tell the children to find the total, 

we are going to put all of the counters on one ten frame. Show this on the slide. Ask the children how they know 

the total is 10. Can they do it without counting? 

5. On slide 7, tell your child that Beegu has done something wrong and needs our help. Play the animation and see if 

your child can spot the mistake (she has not counted the third hand of marbles correctly!). Can they help put it 

right? 

6. Show the 10 frame on slide 8 and ask your child what the counters represent (marbles). In class, children will 

need whiteboard, pen and rubber. At home, children can make jottings on scrap paper. Explain that the next 

drawing is a part-part-part-whole model and play the animation to show how the marbles would be represented 

on it. Ask your child to write a story to go with it e.g. Tom had 2 marbles, Sarah had 3 marbles and Asif had 5. 

Altogether they had 10 marbles.  

7. Ask your child to draw a part-part-part-whole model to represent 6 + 3 + 1. Practise some extra calculations if 

needed.  

Challenge! 

Year 2 

Children will complete their own part-part-part-whole models. Challenge your child for as many different ways to make 

10 using three digits. This can be completed in their learning challenge book.  



Wed Add three numbers using 

first, then, then, now.  

1. Open NCETM PowerPoint and show slide 10. Play the animation of the bus picking up passengers and read the 

following story at the same time: First, four children were sitting on the bus. Then three more children got on 

the bus, and then two more children got on. Now, nine children are sitting on the bus. This could be acted out by 

sitting toys on chairs.  

2. (Give 10 frames out and 9 counters/whiteboards, pen, rubber) Play slide 11 and ask your children to represent 

the children getting on the bus with counters on their 10 frames. If at home, pennies or pasta shapes could be 

used instead of counters! Ask children to show what this would look like in a part-part-part-whole model then 

reveal answer on slide 12 

3. Show slide 13 and tell your child we will represent the story of the bus as an equation with the = near the end. 

Play the animation of the slide.  

4. Model slide 14 by reading the following story: A snail is two centimetres up a flower stalk. Then it crawls up 

four centimetres, and then one centimetres more. How high up the stalk is it now? 

Challenge! 

Year 2 

Open ‘Year 2 maths activity 16.09.20’. Read and complete answers using the different methods shown.  

 

Open slide 15 and discuss which equation matches the number line.  

Thu Group three numbers in 

different orders in an 

equation.  

1. Open NCETM slide 16 and tell your child: I have three apples, two bananas and four oranges. How many pieces 

of fruit do I have? Show how the calculation can be grouped in smaller parts e.g. 3+2 = 5 then +4=9 

2. On slide 17 show the same problem involving fruit but model grouping the calculation a different way e.g. 2+4 = 

6 then + 3=9.  

3. Show slide 18 and read the story: At first there were three ducks in the pond, then two ducks arrived, and then 

four more ducks arrived. Now there are nine ducks in the pond.  

4. Play slide 19 and reveal the second duck problem while reading the story: At first there were three ducks in the 

pond, then four ducks arrived, and then two more ducks arrived. Now there are nine ducks in the pond. Ask 

children what is different and the same in each calculation. Discuss how the calculation is balanced as it has the 

same total as there are the same amount of ducks in each problem.  

5. Open slide 20 and reveal the duck pictures. The ducks in the ‘first’ section have altered. Ask children how this 

affects the calculation. Ensure you refer to the written balance equation of the bottom of the ppt.  

6. Work through slides 21, 22 and 23 and ask your child to represent each ‘duck story’ with the part-part-part 

model as in previous sessions – in class, whiteboards will be used to record, at home scrap paper or learning 

journals could be used. Reveal answers and discuss any misconceptions.  



7. Show all three completed part-part-part models side-by-side on slide 24. Clarify what is the same and what is 

different. Encourage your child to say ‘If you change the order of the parts, the sum stays the same.’  

Challenge!  

Year 2 

Open ‘Year 2 maths activity 17.09.20’ and complete part-part-part-whole models to group the Beegu creatures in 

different ways.  Encourage your child to write digits instead of drawing Beegu creatures.  

 

Open slide 25 and relate groupings to number-lines. Encourage your child to say: If you change the order of the parts, 

the sum stays the same.  

Fri 

 
NO MATHS LEARNING ON FRIDAY 

PLEASE SEE SCIENCE, P.E AND COMPUTING LEARNING 

 
 


